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remarkable about the Spanish ballads is their uniformity of metre
and technique. They are homogeneous and cohere as a 'roman-
cero'. The 'romancero', or ballad corpus, exerts a magnetic attrac-
tion by its own mass. Into it have been incorporated lyrical and other
materials, formerly expressed in a different form. The grouping
of ballads greatly increases their influence on thought and conduct.
It is through the ballads that the Spaniard obtains his knowledge
of national history and develops a consciousness of his racial
characteristics. The 'romances' have radiated from Castile into
Portugal, where old Spanish and new Portuguese ballads live to-
gether; and into Catalonia, where a later Castilian stratum overlays
the old Franco-Pro venial popular songs, often employing a mixed
language. On the other hand, Catalonia has introduced to Castile
many adventure ballads of French or foreign origin.
A third area is found in the Balkans. In the Balkans and in
Russia ballads are unrhymed and unstrophic; their musical back-
ground is Byzantine, not the Gregorian chant of the West; they
have themes and devices in common. Assonance is found in
Rumania, though in other respects Rumanian songs belong to the
Balkan group; and it has penetrated into the Ukraine in com-
paratively recent times. It is even to be encountered in Greek, in
ballads indebted to Venetian influence. The true Greek practice,
however, is not to employ rhyme or assonance; and this abstention
is common to the lands which Byzantium has civilized. Thus a
main line of division in European balladry separates the rhymeless
East from the rhyming West, Roman from Byzantine.
The priority of Greek ballads from Asia Minor over all others in
the Balkans is absolute; but the Greek collections are less rich or
admirable than the Serbian. The verse-form preferred by the
Greek 'tragoudia5 is the iambic tetrameter catalectic; there is con-
siderable use of the iambic trimeter and other more lyrical metres.
These pieces are scanned by their accents (or more precisely, by
the accents of their musical settings), and are thus different from
the quantitative measures of classical Greece. They cannot be due,
as one grammarian urged, to erecting as a norm those few verses
in ancient tragedies which happen to scan accentually; yet it is hard
to dissociate the accentual verses from the quantitative lines other-
wise so similar to them. The transition between ancient and
medieval metres in Greece, as in Latin lands, is obscure. The
'politic' tetrameters, as they are called, are a continuous narrative

